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as 2D superconductivity (SC),[4–8] mag-
netism,[9–11] and possible coexistence of 
these two,[12–14] providing an intriguing 
platform for multifunctional electronic 
devices.

The carriers in the 2DEL of STO-
based heterostructures occupy the Ti 3d 
t2g orbitals, where the in-plane dxy bands 
often have a lower energy than the out-of-
plane oriented dxz/dyz due to the confine-
ment of these orbitals at the interface.[1,15] 
Among the systems investigated so far, 
the epitaxial polar/nonpolar LAO/STO 
interface has drawn intensive attention 
and shows a typical carrier density, ns, of 
≈4 × 1013 cm−2.[4] This high carrier density 
results in the population of orbitals with 
both dxy and dxz/dyz symmetry. The occu-
pation of carriers in different subbands 
has previously been controlled reversibly 
using electrostatic gating, leading to a 
versatile tuning of the physical proper-
ties of the interface.[16] For example, by 

back gating the interface through the STO substrate, a Lifshitz 
transition was revealed at a critical carrier density of nc = 1.7 ×  
1013 cm−2,[6] above which the Fermi level starts to cross the 
bottom of the dxz/dyz bands. In proximity to nc, superconduc-
tivity exhibits a dome-shape as a function of gating voltage 

The metallic interface between two oxide insulators, such as LaAlO3/SrTiO3 
(LAO/STO), provides new opportunities for electronics and spintronics. 
However, due to the presence of multiple orbital populations, tailoring the 
interfacial properties such as the ground state and metal-insulator transitions 
remains challenging. Here, an unforeseen tunability of the phase diagram of 
LAO/STO is reported by alloying LAO with a ferromagnetic LaMnO3 insulator 
without forming lattice disorder and at the same time without changing the 
polarity of the system. By increasing the Mn-doping level, x, of LaAl1−xMnxO3/
STO (0 ≤ x ≤ 1), the interface undergoes a Lifshitz transition at x = 0.225 
across a critical carrier density of nc = 2.8 × 1013 cm−2, where a peak TSC ≈255 
mK of superconducting transition temperature is observed. Moreover, the 
LaAl1−xMnxO3 turns ferromagnetic at x ≥ 0.25. Remarkably, at x = 0.3, where 
the metallic interface is populated by only dxy electrons and just before it 
becomes insulating, a same device with both signatures of superconductivity 
and clear anomalous Hall effect (7.6 × 1012 cm−2 < ns ≤ 1.1 × 1013 cm−2) is 
achieved reproducibly. This provides a unique and effective way to tailor oxide 
interfaces for designing on-demand electronic and spintronic devices.

Oxide Interfaces

The surface of SrTiO3 (STO)[1] or its interface to another 
oxide insulator such as the polar perovskite LaAlO3 (LAO)[2] 
or the spinel γ-Al2O3

[3] can host a 2D electron liquid (2DEL). 
In particular, the 2DEL at LAO/STO interface has been found 
to exhibit a wide spectrum of emergent phenomena such 
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thus the carrier density.[5–8] Subsequent investigations reveal 
that the Lifshitz transition does not occur at a universal car-
rier density, but depends crucially on the electrostatic boundary 
conditions among other parameters.[17] Notably, electric-field-
induced metal-insulator phase transitions have so far been 
largely limited to the critical film thickness before the conduc-
tion emerges.[18,19] Additionally, most back gating experiments 
show that the electron mobility is lowered with the decrease 
of carrier density,[20,21] although an opposite tendency, i.e., the 
electron mobility is increased upon decrease of carrier density, 
was recently observed in top gating configurations.[17] Finally, 
the electron mobility of LAO/STO interface at low temperatures 
is often below 1000 cm2 V−1 s−1, and usually the interface turns 
nonmetallic once the carrier density drops below 1013 cm−2.

The conventional way to create the 2DEL is to grow the LAO 
at a lower oxygen pressure below 10−4 mbar, and afterward 
anneal the sample at a much higher oxygen pressure. Although 
this could lead to a high mobility sample (up to 6600 cm2  
V−1 s−1) with a low carrier density of the order of 1012 cm−2,[22] 
this approach shows significant challenges in reproducing 
such extreme samples. The other way to create STO 2DELs 
is to grow LAO at an oxygen pressure between 10−5 and 10−3 
mbar without postannealing. As expected, this might result in 
LAO/STO samples with relatively high content of oxygen vacan-
cies as demonstrated by their resistance switching behavior.[23] 
Recent progress in surface and interface engineering of oxide 
heterostructures enables the realization of 2DELs with low car-
rier densities in the range of 1012 cm−2 while maintaining a 
high mobility above 10 000 cm2 V−1 s−1 at 2 K.[24–27] This results 
in, for example, the observation of quantum Hall effect in delta-
doped STO[27] and in a LaMnO3 (LMO) buffered LAO/STO het-
erointerface.[24,28] Among the various capping or buffer layers 
of manganites and cuprates used,[26,29] the introduction of an 
electron sink of polar LMO as a buffer layer at the LAO/STO 
interface is of particular interest, which provides a more effec-
tive modulation-doping effect than the capping layer cases as 

well as a strong suppression of oxygen vacancies on the STO 
side.[24,30]

The parent compound LMO is a charge transfer insulator 
with the electronic configuration of Mn 3d t2g

3eg
1, where the 

eg level is split into eg
1 and eg

2 levels by the static Jahn–Teller 
distortion. Notably, the empty eg

2 sub-band is often lower 
than the Ti 3d t2g bands of STO where the Fermi level of the 
2DEL resides.[31–34] In this vein, the presence of LMO (also for 
SrMnO3)[35] in LAO/STO will result in the electrons transfer 
first to the Mn sites (forming Mn2+) before the formation 
of itinerant electrons thus 2DEL in STO.[36] This provides an 
efficient pathway to suppressing the carrier density of the con-
ducting interface. This principle applies regardless of whether 
LMO is inserted as a buffer layer at the interface (Figure 1a)[24,35] 
or is introduced as dopants into the STO side (Figure 1b).[37,38] 
In the former case, the LaMnO3 buffer layer can in principle trap 
electrons with a concentration of up to 1 e per unit cells (uc). In 
the latter case, introducing a doping level of only 1–2.5% of Mn 
into STO can trap all the mobile electrons (≈1.6–4 × 1013 cm−2),  
but at the same time it introduces impurity scattering centers 
for the electron transport (also localized in STO). In both 
cases, very sharp metal-to-insulator transitions have been 
observed.[24,35,37,38] Still, a delicate control of the carrier density 
remains challenging. This has prevented a mapping of the evo-
lution of the ground state and the electronic structure of LAO/
STO as a function of the decrease of the carrier density across 
the metal-to-insulator transition. Here we propose a third possi-
bility of designing an electron sink by doping LaMnO3 into the 
LAO top layers (Figure 1c). Being able to control the Mn-doping 
level in the full range (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) of the resulting LaAl1−xMnxO3 
(LAMO) films enables us to tailor the ground state of the 2DEL 
by using Mn as a knob to tune the carrier density deliberately. 
Compared to previous reports of diluting the LAO layer with 
nonpolar STO,[39] this new approach provides an opportunity to 
tune the carrier density of the interfacial 2DEL without changing 
the polar discontinuity across the interface (Figure S2a,  
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Figure 1. Three ways to introduce an electron sink at the LAO/STO interface and the corresponding band alignment: for the case of Mn dopants,  
a) buffer layer configuration of polar LaMnO3 inserted between LAO and STO; b) small Mn-doping on the nonpolar STO side; c) Mn-dopants on the 
polar LAO side.
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Supporting Information). Moreover, thick LaMnO3 films are 
often ferromagnetic when epitaxially grown on STO.[40,41] 
Therefore, this approach can also be used to study the magnetic 
proximity effect at LAO/STO interfaces as reported in EuTiO3-
buffered LAO/STO.[42]

All LAMO (0 ≤ x ≤ 1) films are found to be epitaxially grown 
on the (001)-oriented TiO2-terminated STO substrates with a 
layer-by-layer 2D growth mode as monitored in-situ by inten-
sity oscillations of reflective high-energy electron diffraction 
(RHEED) (Figure S1a, Supporting Information). The epitaxial 
growth of LAMO on STO is also confirmed by X-ray diffraction 
(XRD) measurement (Figure S1b, Supporting Information), 
where no signature of any impurity phases was detected for 
the whole doping range (0 ≤ x ≤ 1). Additionally, terrace sur-
face of the LAMO surface with step heights of ≈0.4 nm was also 
obtained by atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements 
(Figure S1c, Supporting Information). Figure 2a shows the 
typical high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) scanning trans-
mission electron microscopy (STEM) image for a LAMO/STO 

(x = 0.3) with film thickness, t, of 8 uc. It reveals a coherent 
heterointerface without detectable defects or dislocations. Fur-
ther investigations of the chemical composition by electron 
energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) elemental mapping were per-
formed. Figure 2b,c shows the spatially-resolved Ti-L2,3 edge 
and Mn-L2,3 edge spectra, respectively. Figure 2e,f shows the 
2D EELS line scans on the evolution of the Ti-L2,3 and Mn-L2,3 
respectively, across the LAMO layer. It indicates that Mn ions 
are confined almost exclusively within the LAMO layer with 
negligible downward diffusion into the STO substrate. The Ti 
ions outward diffusion is confined to 1 nm across the interface. 
Overall, the LAMO/STO interface turns out to be sharper than 
the LMO/STO interface.[43] The most remarkable features are 
the presence of Mn2+ states at the LAMO top surface as well  
as the interface, as observed by a shift to the lower binding 
energy in the L3 peak (from ≈642 to ≈640 eV). On the other 
hand, the central part of LAMO shows mainly the presence of 
Mn3+. A profile of the spatial distribution of Mn2+ and Mn3+ 
across the interface is summarized in Figure 2g for which 
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Figure 2. Sharp interface and electronic reconstruction of the epitaxial LAMO/STO heterostucture. a) HAADF-STEM images of an 8 uc LAMO  
(x = 0.3)/STO heterostructure. The brighter LaO layers determine the LAMO layer. b) The Ti L2,3 energy loss near edge structure (ELNES) spectra from 
bulk STO, 3rd layer from the interface, and the 1st layer before the interface. c) The Mn L2,3 ELNES spectra integrated over the first 2–3 unit cells from 
the interface (interface layer), the next 5–6 unit cells from the interface (middle layer), and the last 2 unit cells near the surface (surface layer). The 
two standard spectra used for the fitting are from reference materials MnO (Mn2+) and LaMnO3 (Mn3+).[44,45] e,f) Spatially resolved Ti L2,3 and Mn L2,3 
EELS spectra, respectively, in the selected area (d). g) The profile of Mn2+ and Mn3+ across the film.
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 references of Mn2+ and Mn3+ have been fitted to the experi-
mental spectra using reference spectra taken for MnO (Mn2+) 
and LaMnO3 (Mn3+) (Figure S5, Supporting Information).[44,45] 
It confirms that electrons are accumulated on the Mn2+ sites in 
LAMO close to LAMO/STO interface. Notably, the Mn2+ ions 
observed at the surface of LAMO could be attributed to surface 
structure degradation, such as La-deficiency,[30,40,46] which is a 
common phenomenon for manganite-based thin films.[30,46,47] 
The Ti-L2,3 edge spectra show mainly contribution from Ti4+, 
which means that the density of 2DEL on the STO side, if it 
exists, is rather low (beyond the detection limits of STEM-
EELS). Shortly, the detection of Mn2+ ions close to the LAMO/
STO interface rather than Ti3+ strongly suggests that the elec-
trons of LAMO/STO (Figure S2, Supporting Information) fill 
the interfacial Mn eg

2 sub-bands before the Ti 3d bands, a situa-
tion similar to the LMO-buffer layer case.[24] Therefore, the Mn 
dopants can serve as an electron sink.

In absence of Mn doping (x = 0), our LAO/STO interface 
shows a sharp transition from an insulating to a metallic state 
as the LAO layer reaches a critical thickness, t = 4 uc (Figure 3a), 
similar to previous reports.[48] The metallic LAO/STO is charac-
terized by a typical sheet carrier density, ns = 1.1 × 1014 cm−2 
at room temperature (T = 300 K). For low Mn-doping, the 
threshold thickness for the interface conduction is expected to 
be enhanced slightly (Figure S2, Supporting Information). For 
x = 0.2, the critical thickness remains at t = 4 uc, although the 
sheet resistance, Rs, is higher than x = 0. For x = 0.5, the inter-
faces are always found to be highly insulating, independent of 
film thickness, t. Therefore, in the subsequent studies, we have 
focused on samples with t = 8 uc.

Figure 3b shows the temperature-dependent Rs of LAMO 
(8 uc)/STO (0 ≤ x ≤ 1). Figure 3c,d summarizes the room tem-
perature Rs and ns as a function of x. It shows that the LAMO  
(8 uc)/STO interface remains metallic at x ≤ 0.3 with ns  gradually 

decreasing from 1.1 × 1014 cm−2 at x = 0 to 5.9 ± 1.3 × 1012 cm−2 
at x = 0.3. When x > 0.3, the interface turns insulating, which also 
indicates that the LAMO is highly insulating as expected. Notably, 
the transition at x = 0.3 is so sharp that minor changes in the car-
rier density result in dramatic changes in the ground state (as dis-
cussed in detail later). For example, one specific device among the 
6 Hall-bar devices with x = 0.3 investigated, shows a temperature 
dependence of the sheet resistance displaying a sharp metal-insu-
lator transition upon cooling (S6 in Figure 3b). Thus, x = 0.3 is 
determined to be the highest achievable doping level that leads to 
conducting interfaces in the LAMO/STO system. In conclusion, 
the transport measurement shows a significant reduction of the 
2DEL carrier density at the LAMO/STO interface with increasing 
Mn doping, as expected for an electron sink effect.

Our in-depth magneto-transport measurements reveal 
dramatic changes in the electronic structure of the metallic 
LAMO/STO (x ≤ 0.3) interfaces. As we show in the following, the 
conduction of these samples can be divided into three categories 
with respect to doping: i) at 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.2, the 2DEL hosts two or 
more kinds of carriers; ii) at 0.225 ≤ x ≤ 0.275, the 2DEL has only 
one type of carriers; and iii) at x = 0.3, the 2DEL shows a single 
type of carriers, which shows anomalous Hall effect (AHE). 
Figure 4a–i shows the Hall resistance (Rxy), the corresponding 
Hall coefficient (RH = Rxy/B), and the magnetoresistance  
(MR = Rxx(B)/Rxx(B = 0) − 1), as a function of magnetic field 
(B) at 2 K for metallic LAMO/STO interfaces with different x. 
For x ≤ 0.2, Rxy curves are all nonlinear with respect to mag-
netic field, B (Figure 4a,d), and the MR traces follow a bell-like  
shape (Figure 4g), where the MR–B curves display a U shape at 
low field, and shift to a bell-like shape at a characteristic mag-
netic field (BC, BC = (n1µ1 + n2µ2)/[(n1 + n2)µ1µ2] in the two-band 
model as discussed later) that varies with each x. When plot-
ting the Hall coefficient, RH, as a function of B, a bell-like shape 
(Figure 4d) is also obtained with a kink occurring at almost the 
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Figure 3. Mn-doping modulation of the transport properties at LAMO/STO interface (0 ≤ x ≤ 1). a) The critical thickness of LAMO films for interface 
conduction at x = 0, 0.2, and 0.5. b) Temperature dependence of the sheet resistance (Rs) at different Mn doping concentrations (x). c,d) show the Rs 
and carrier density (ns), respectively, as a function of x, measured at room temperature. The change in the sheet resistance as a function of x at room 
temperature is primarily caused by a change in the carrier density rather than the mobility. The solid lines are guides to the eye.
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same BC as observed in MR traces. These features suggest that 
the conductivity comes from two or more types of carriers.[6] 
By increasing x to 0.225, the Rxy curve behavior changes from 
nonlinear to linear (Figure 4b,e). This is the typical behavior 
for carrier conduction in a single band.[6] Meanwhile, the MR 
trace shows a U shape with a small magnetoresistance, which 
is consistent with the Lorentz magnetoresistance of a single-
band conductor where MR ∝ (µB)2 (Figure 4h).[49] Based on 
the intrinsic electronic structure of the STO 2DEL,[15] this 
strongly indicates that interface conduction comes from 
both dxy and dxz/dyz orbitals at x ≤ 0.2. Upon increasing the  
Mn-doping, the carrier density is suppressed and the Fermi 
surface of 2DEL at LAMO/STO interface experiences a Lifshitz 
transition that occurs when the ns is suppressed to a critical 
value of nc ≈2.8 × 1013 cm−2 (x = 0.225), below which the con-
duction only comes from a single type of dxy carriers as reported 
previously.[6,17] The linear Hall effect persists up to x = 0.275 
and its slope gradually increases as x increases from x = 0.225  
to x = 0.275, showing that the carrier density decreases as the 

Mn-doping increases. Upon further increase of the Mn doping 
to x = 0.3, the MR curve remains U-shaped (Figure 4i), which  
is consistent with the single band behavior expected below the 
Lifshitz transition point. The Rxy, however, turns nonlinear 
again with respect to the magnetic field (Figure 4c,f), but the 
shapes of Rxy and RH are fundamentally different from the non-
linearity observed at x ≤ 0.2, especially the RH shows an oppo-
site tendency in Figure 4d,f. These significant differences sug-
gest that behavior of Rxy and RH for x = 0.3 cannot be modeled 
by the typical behavior for multiband systems particularly at 
low magnetic fields (−4 T < B < 4 T) and we therefore attribute 
the nonlinearity to the anomalous Hall effect without detect-
able hysteresis.[50] Here, a magnetization in the sample causes a 
Hall voltage to build up as a result of an asymmetric scattering 
of the 2DEL, which suggests that the interfacial 2DEL becomes 
spin-polarized or even a soft ferromagnetic. This is a possible 
situation since the magnetization measurement by supercon-
ducting quantum interference device (SQUID) of the samples 
shows signatures of ferromagnetism in the LAMO films as 
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Figure 4. The evolution of transport properties of metallic LAMO/STO (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.3). a) Nonlinear Hall effect (Rxy) arising from two or more types of 
carriers for x ≤ 0.2; b) Linear Hall effect originating from a single type of carriers for 0.225 ≤ x ≤ 0.275; c) The anomalous Hall effect resulting from 
spin-polarized dxy electrons at x = 0.3. d–f) The corresponding evolution of RH = Rxy/B calculated from (a–c). g) The bell-like MR curves for x ≤ 0.2; h) 
The U-shaped MR curves for 0.225 ≤ x ≤ 0.275; i) The U-shaped MR for x = 0.3. At x = 0.3, slight variations in carrier density change significantly the 
ground states, but all five metallic samples prepared at the same conditions show AHE behavior. They are marked from S1 to S5 with decreased carrier 
densities. All measurements were performed at 2 K.
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discussed later (x ≥ 0.25, Figure S7, Supporting Information), 
which can induce a magnetic ordering in the 2DEL by proximity 
effects. A similar ferromagnetism-related nonlinear Hall effect 
has been reported at the EuTiO3-buffered LAO/STO with a 
much higher carrier density, where the conduction comes from 
multiple bands.[42] Therefore, our LAMO/STO (x = 0.3) might 
represent the first example that AHE is realized at metallic oxide 
interface based on STO with a single type of conducting car-
riers. Notably, the scalability of the anomalous Hall conductance 
with respect to the sample conductance (Figure S8d, Supporting 
Information) indicates that the AHE of our samples results from 
an intrinsic mechanism rather than the skew-scattering mecha-
nism.[50] Note that the possible origins of ferromagnetism by 
oxygen vacancies or magnetic impurities at LAO/STO interface 
are excluded here because of the strong suppression of oxygen 
vacancies at x = 0.3 and the linear Hall effect at 0.225 ≤ x ≤ 0.275.

Figure 5a,b summarize the carrier density and electron 
mobility of the LAMO/STO interface at 2 K as a function of 
the Mn-doping, x. Note that for x ≤ 0.2, a two-band model (see 
Figure S9, Supporting Information) was used to extract the 
carrier densities and mobility for the dxy (n1, µ1) and dxz/dyz 
(n2, µ2) carriers, where ns = n1 + n2. As shown in Figure 5a,b,  
when x ≤ 0.2, the density (n1) and mobility (µ1) of dxy band are 
roughly constant, with typical values of n1 ≈ 4 × 1013 cm−2 and 
µ1 ≈ 200 cm2 V−1 s−1 at 2 K. In contrast, n2 for dxz/dyz electrons is 
about one order of magnitude lower than n1, and experiences a 

decrease of 35% upon Mn-doping. µ2, which is much larger than 
µ1, shows a decrease of ≈30% (from 2000 to 1400 cm2 V−1 s−1).  
These trends are similar to those revealed by field effect 
tuning,[17,20] which indicate that dxz/dyz electrons with lower 
density often have higher mobility than the dxy electrons. This 
further confirms that Mn-doping influences primarily the dxz/
dyz electrons that are close to the Fermi level, as also confirmed 
by our density functional theory based tight-binding model cal-
culations shown in Figure 5c.[36] At x = 0.225, the carrier density 
of the system is suppressed to the Lifshitz transition point of 
n1 = 2.8 × 1013 cm−2 and n2 = 0, i.e., the 2DEL is only populated 
by dxy electrons for x ≥ 0.225. Remarkably, a boost of µ1 with 
decrease of the carrier density starts once the dxz/dyz bands are 
depopulated. As µ1 increases, we also observe an increase in 
the magnetoresistance (Figure 4h,i), as it is expected from the 
Lorentz magnetoresistance. It should be noted that at x = 0.3  
(ns = n1 = 2.9 × 1012 cm−2), where the presence of an AHE shows 
that the 2DEL interacts with magnetic moments, they still show 
a relatively high mobility of ≈1900 cm2 V−1 s−1 at 2 K. At x > 0.3, 
the concentration of Mn as electron trap centers is so high that 
no electrons will transfer to the Ti 3d t2g levels, so the inter-
face turns out to be highly insulating. In our system, the critical 
density of Lifshitz transition is different from those in previous 
reports,[6,17] which implies that electrostatics, electronic corre-
lations, and doping levels are all contributing factors in deter-
mining the band structure of STO-based 2DELs.

Adv. Mater. 2019, 31, 1805970

Figure 5. The evolution of electronic structure of LAMO/STO (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.3). Carrier density a) and mobility b) as a function of x at 2 K. At x ≤ 0.2, the 
values are extracted from a two-band model (The solid lines are guides to the eye). c) The band structures as a function of x calculated by density 
functional theory based tight binding models. d–f), Illustrations on the corresponding populations of orbitals and electronic states in Ti t2g bands for 
x ≤ 0.2, 0.225 ≤ x ≤ 0.275, and x = 0.3, respectively.
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It is usually reported that nondoped LAO/STO heterostruc-
tures have a 2D ground state that is superconducting.[4–8] 
Adding Mn dopants not only suppresses the carrier density as 
the conventional gating effect, but also introduces ferromag-
netism in proximity to the interface when the Mn concentration 
is relatively high.[51] The temperature-dependent magnetization 
from the unpatterned samples of LAMO/STO heterostructures 
has been measured by SQUID magnetometers at temperatures 
down to 5 K (Figure S7, Supporting Information). Note that 
these measurements primarily reflect the magnetic state of the 
LAMO top film. Although LMO/STO (x = 1, t = 8 uc) is fer-
romagnetic (FM), no magnetic signal is detected at x ≤ 0.225. 
Nevertheless, paramagnetic or ferromagnetic-like behavior 
appears at 0.25 ≤ x ≤ 0.5. This suggests that the AHE observed 
at interface of x = 0.3 could result from proximity-induced fer-
romagnetism of the dxy electrons.

To investigate superconductivity in the LAMO/STO system, 
the temperature dependence of the resistance was measured 
for all samples in a dilution refrigerator down to ≈15 mK 
(Figure 6b). We find that for 0 ≤ x < 0.3, all samples become 
superconducting. Notably, our undoped LAO/STO (x = 0) has a 
TSC of 34 mK, much lower than other reports.[4,5] This is prob-
ably due to its high carrier density[8] and/or the relatively high 
content of oxygen vacancies on the STO side as the LAO/STO 

heterostructure is prepared without postannealing. At x = 0.3,  
the samples are at the border between an insulating and 
metallic state, and they are therefore sensitive to even minor 
variations in the sample fabrication. By reproducing several 
Hall-bar devices (samples S1–S5) with x = 0.3 (on two different 
STO substrates), we find that devices S3–S5 with carrier 
densities 2.9 × 1012 cm−2 ≤ ns ≤ 0.76 × 1013 cm−2 (extracted at  
T = 2 K) did not show any sign of a superconducting transition. 
Samples S1 and S2 with 7.6 × 1012 cm−2 < ns ≤ 1.1 × 1013 cm−2,  
showed a pronounced decrease for T < 50 mK, but did not reach 
a zero-resistance state at the lowest temperatures of the system. 
We interpret this decrease as the beginning of a transition  
to a superconducting state with a TSC below our experimental 
base temperature (≈15 mK). The conventional definition of the 
superconducting transition temperature Rs(TSC) = 0.5 × Rs(0.5 K)  
yields the result shown in Figure 6c, which summarizes the 
evolution of the superconducting temperature (TSC) as a func-
tion of ns. TSC reproduces a dome-like dependence on carrier 
density, as also reported before.[5–7] At ns ≥ 2.8 × 1013 cm−2  
where both dxy and dxz/dyz conduction sub-bands are populated 
(x ≤ 0.2), TSC displays an upward trend as the dxz/dyz carrier 
density decreases. At the Lifshitz transition point, nc, when 
the dxz/dyz band is emptied, TSC approaches a peak value of 
TSC

MAX ≈ 255 mK and a further decrease in carrier density leads 
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Figure 6. Phase diagram of LAMO/STO heterostructures. a) Sketch of the LAMO/STO heterointerface. b) Measured sheet resistance as a function of 
temperature down to 15 mK for typical samples. Measurements of all devices with different carrier densities are shown in Figure S10 in the Supporting 
Information. c) The rich phase diagram of LAMO/STO heterostructures as a function of carrier density. At x = 0 (LAO/STO), the samples are metallic 
conducting with itinerant electrons occupying both dxy and dxz/dyz bands and becoming superconducting below 34 mK. Here, ns denote the total carrier 
density measured at 2 K. At a lower carrier density of nc = 2.8 × 1013 cm−2 (x = 0.225), the superconducting transition temperatures (TSC) peaks at a 
value of 255 mK and here we observe a Liftshitz transition point. Below nc, the TSC decreases and transport occurs only in the dxy band until the samples 
turn insulating (ns < 2.9 × 1012 cm−2). For 2.9 × 1012 cm−2 ≤ ns ≤ 1.1 × 1013 cm−2, the interface shows an anomalous Hall effect with occupation of only 
the dxy band. In addition, we observe a magnetically ordered state in the LAMO top film at T ≤ 21 K for x ≥ 0.25, whereas no signature of magnetism is 
observed below this doping level. Filled and open circles are used for superconducting and nonsuperconducting devices, respectively. Half-filled circles 
mark devices where the superconducting transition has initiated but do not reach a zero-resistant state at the base temperature of 15 mK. The solid line 
is a guide to the eye. Transport measurements are conducted on Hall bars whereas SQUID magnetometer measurements use unpatterned samples. 
Finally, the sample in a van der Pauw geometry (ns = 8.9 × 1012 cm−2) with full superconducting transition where Rs = 0 is reached at TSC ≈ 160 mK  
that also shows AHE is marked as filled square in the figure.
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to a decrease of TSC. Interestingly, devices with 7.6 × 1012 cm−2 < 
ns ≤ 1.1 × 1013 cm−2 show both a magnetic LAMO top layer 
measured at T ≤ 21 K with the SQUID magnetometer as well as 
a 2DEL that exhibits an AHE at 2 K and turns  superconducting 
at low temperatures (0 mK ≤ TSC ≤ 15 mK). We note that 
we also observed a full superconducting transition where 
Rs = 0 is reached at TSC ≈ 160 mK in a van der Pauw sample 
(ns = 8.9 × 1012 cm−2) that also shows AHE (see Figure S11,  
Supporting Information).

Different from the conventional gating technique[5,6] and the 
dilute doping of polar LAO with nonpolar STO,[35] we have dem-
onstrated that a polar manganite electron sink can be employed 
to tune efficiently the electronic structure of LAO/STO hetero-
interface without changing the interface polarity. The consequent 
2DEL experiences a Lifshitz transition at a critical density  
of 2.8 × 1013 cm−2, where a superconducting dome with a peak  
TSC of 255.7 mK is observed. At ns ≤ 2.8 × 1013 cm−2, when the 2DEL 
is populated exclusively by dxy electrons, the electron mobility 
increases as ns decreases. In addition, at ns ≤ 1.1 × 1013 cm−2,  
the 2DEL shows interactions with magnetic moments. 
Notably, at the lowest limit of ns = 2.9 × 1012 cm−2, the mag-
netic 2DEL still exhibits a relatively high electron mobility up 
to ≈1900 cm2 V−1 s−1. This is different from the LAO/EuTiO3/
STO system,[42] where the magnetic EuO sublayer not only pro-
vides a magnetic proximity effect but also introduces strong 
magnetic scattering to the electrons located in the neighboring 
TiO2 sublayer, leading to a low electron mobility.[42] In contrast, 
the high mobility 2DEL at the LAMO/STO (x = 0.3) stays on 
the STO side, which is spatially separated from the magnetic 
(Al1−xMnx)O2 layer by the LaO sublayer, therefore they can still 
exhibit high mobility.

Moreover, at x = 0.3 for 7.6 × 1012 cm−2 < ns ≤ 1.1 × 1013 cm−2, 
we observe SC, AHE, and a magnetic LAMO top layer in the 
same device. In a conventional picture, superconductivity and 
ferromagnetism are mutually exclusive phenomena, and their 
coexistence at LAO/STO interface has been suggested to result 
from ferromagnetism and SC stemming from different bands 
that are spatially separated from each other.[52] However, here 
we observe AHE and superconductivity in our 2DEL with only 
population of dxy bands. It, therefore provides a unique and 
intriguing system, and calls for further work in understanding 
the coexistence of superconductivity and ferromagnetism at 
complex oxide interfaces.

Experimental Section
See Section S1 in the Supporting Information.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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